
March 10, 2019 
 
My Dear Hillside Family:  
 
As we complete another week of reading through the Old Testament prophets, I am 
struck by how often the prophets were called upon to deliver hard messages that were 
not always easy to understand.  I imagine it was not easy for them to do so, and it is 
not without reason that Jeremiah has often been called the “weeping prophet.”  This 
morning I find myself in similar shoes, bearing the weight of delivering a message that 
is very hard for me to share and I imagine will be hard for you to hear. 
 
About three weeks ago I came to a moment of soul clarity where I finally realized with 
a sense of conviction and was thus able to accept the truth that the time has come for 
me to complete my long tenure at Hillside Covenant Church.  This morning, instead of 
a normal sermon, I want to take this time to share with you about my decision, why 
and how it has come about, and what I think God just might be up to in all of this.   
 
The first thing I want to say that my love for Hillside and for you, the Hillside family, is 
undiminished.  The Hillside family, and the long story we have lived together for 22 
years, is so deeply intertwined into my being, and I will for the rest of my life be a 
affectionate and enthusiastic “Hillsider.”  So if my concluding things is not a matter of 
a love grown cold, what on earth could prompt me to end my time as a leader here? 
There is the operative word: leadership.  Let me talk about that. 
 
A good leader is always calibrating two things: his or her own internal capacities 
measured up against the needs and requirements of the organization or church that 
he or she is leading.  This constant calibration is critically important, and it is highly 
subjective.  Only the leader him or herself can fully see down inside their own soul and 
take a full assessment.  I have been thinking of Jesus’ teaching in Luke 14:28-32 when, 
talking about the cost of following Him as a disciple, He said:   
 
2 8 For which of you, intending to build a tower, does not first sit down and estimate the cost, 
to see whether he has enough to complete it? 29 Otherwise, when he has laid a foundation 
and is not able to finish, all who see it will begin to ridicule him, 30 saying, ‘This fellow 
began to build and was not able to finish.’ 31 Or what king, going out to wage war against 
another king, will not sit down first and consider whether he is able with ten thousand to 
oppose the one who comes against him with twenty thousand? 32 If he cannot, then, while 
the other is still far away, he sends a delegation and asks for the terms of peace. 
 



 
 There is huge wisdom here, not only for discipleship, but leadership in general.  This 
is my quick take on the anatomy of a leader:  an effective leader possesses what I call a 
“internal leadership engine.”  A leadership engine runs on a critical mixture of fuel 
containing three things: an unshakeable sense of calling, a determined and passionate 
sense of conviction, and a sufficient clarity.  These three things combine and combust 
to produce courage, decisive decision-making, and  perseverance.  The presence of 
these three elements are a gift of grace and necessary for a leader in order to serve 
well his or her charge. 
 
For the last two years I have been carefully monitoring my internal leadership engine. 
In early 2017 I noticed that my engine was missing and stuttering, and I began 
attending  to my engine in several ways. My engine roared to life again in the summer 
of 2017 as we were taken by fresh visions of a new season at Hillside.  In the fall of 2017 
we began embarking on some significant changes, and once again I noticed the engine 
sputtering.  I now believe I even experienced a panic attack one Sunday morning in the 
midst of that change, where I could not preach due to a plaguing gag reflex. In 
retrospect my body was trying to tell me that my inner fuel was critically low.  By 2018 
I had come to a general awareness that I had entered my last “season” of serving as 
Hillside’s leader, but I did not know what that meant in practical terms.  A last season 
can be marked in months or years.  Working closely with Council and staff,  I took 
steps to care for my internal leadership engine by pulling back to three-quarters time 
and sharing the lead pastor leadership load with my two amazing colleagues, Sarah 
and Jonathan.  Susan and I both believed this new arrangement would allow my 
internal leadership engine to hum along for several years to come, albeit at a different 
pace and in a different way.  But one can’t really know how something is going to pan 
out until you step into it and give it a try.  It is something like gingerly edging forward 
blindfolded on a plank.  With every step your forward foot feels out the next length. 
Three weeks ago my foot finally felt only air and I knew I had come to the end of the 
plank.. 
 
I must say these last two years have been remarkable and full of change for us as a 
church community.  We have re-invented ourselves in some important ways, moving 
from our exhausting and segregated pace of four morning worship services to two 
intergenerational services with the amazing Bridge time in between to foster rich 
connection in community.  We have ramped up our priority to love and invite younger 
families to come and be welcomed into this wonderful rich intergenerational 
environment.  We have re-designed this worship space to reflect our willingness and 
readiness to grow in fresh ways, flexible, ready to receive what God has for us.  This 



year we have worshipped in the round, in the U, in the H, with young and old on the 
stage, and we have heard vibrant stories of God at work in our midst and in our lives 
out among the networks where we serve Monday through Friday.  We have all been 
sensing that God is on the move, God is doing a new thing!  We have asked: what is 
God up to? 
 
It has been a remarkable two years in which I have had the privilege of helping us get 
to this place where we are.  But here is what I am seeing ever so clearly:   it is not as if 
we have arrived at our new destination as a result of these last two years. Rather I 
think we have been about pulling our beautiful Hillside car out of the garage, changing 
the tires, doing a tune up and oil change, packing the trunk, engine revving and 
sounding good---and NOW we have become ready to travel.  The wide open road is 
before us, and our car is humming and ready to roll. 
 
And it is right here at this exciting junction that I look inside and I see that my internal 
engine has grown quiet.  I have spent the last portion of my leadership fuel helping get 
us ready to launch into a next exciting flourishing season, but now I know I am not the 
one to lead us forward.  Like Moses, I am to bless you as you cross the Jordan under 
the new leadership of Joshua.  Like David I have been so privileged to be a part of 
gathering up the materials for the new temple, but I am not the one to lead the 
building effort.  That is to be the work of Solomon. I know this to be true, and I have 
peace and joy in my heart, even though there is great sadness in the thought of saying 
goodbye. 
 
And we must recognize that this is how leadership actually works all the time. 
Organizations and businesses and churches are living growing entities and as they 
change and grow, they have different needs at different times.  Leaders come with 
specific gift mixes, and it is beautiful when the right leader with the right gift mix is 
present in the life of an organization right when those particular gifts are most 
needed. But surely there comes a time when the organization’s needs change and new 
leadership gifts are required.  Leaders who stay too long unaware of this principle can 
hold back or even set back the organization he or she is trying to help. 
 
If indeed God has granted me the grace of stilling my leadership engine right now at 
this juncture, it is because this is a prelude to the fact that a new day is upon us with 
new needs and new demands that God will raise up the leadership that will be 
uniquely designed to meet the challenges of the new day.  God is providing for all of us 
in this moment.  God always works like this, on both sides of the equation.  He is the 
quintessential mathematician.  While He is working things in me for my good, He is 



working at the same time for the good of Hillside and its future, and how I want you to 
believe this with me. 
 
It is important for all of us to state that Hillside belongs to the Lord Jesus Christ and 
He is its unrivalled head.  This is by no means the “church of Jeff.”  If it is, then we are 
ill, and we need the Spirit’s gentle correction.  There is a tendency in contemporary 
evangelical churches for people to identify with and find security in people and 
personalities, and thus link loyalty to a human leader.  I am unspeakably grateful for 
the love I have received here, but I have no illusions that I am indispensable to Hillside, 
and I trust you join me in that clear-sightedness.   As we read the prophets these days 
we are being inundated with warnings about putting trust anywhere other than in the 
Lord!  In fact we read this week from Isaiah 10:15: 
 
Shall the ax vaunt itself over the one who wields it, 
    or the saw magnify itself against the one who handles it? 
As if a rod should raise the one who lifts it up, 
    or as if a staff should lift the one who is not wood! 
 

The 73 year stability of Hillside is not in its pastors but in its people, filled with the 
Holy Spirit. Pastors do come and go. Ask Rollie and Hermoine Nordeen, or Paul and 
Esther Allen, or Ed and Dorothy Barr, or many others,  how many pastors they have 
served with through the years!   Lon Allison, a beloved former pastor of Hillside, once 
told me that Hillside is like a mighty ocean-faring ship. Leaders come, learn and grow, 
and then are sent out to be blessing to the world.  Time again this has been the legacy 
of Hillside and it will continue to be.  I covet your blessing and desire you to send me 
out to serve the world with what I have been so richly given here, the place I learned 
what it means to be a pastor. 
 
And so what are Susan and I going to do next?  I do not have another call to another 
church or another ministry position.  God is simply calling us to have integrity to do 
what is best now without a clear picture of what lies ahead.  Our plan is to be here 
until late May, whereupon we will head up to my daughter’s wedding in the Pacific 
Northwest, and that will mark the beginning of a new chapter for Susan and I, and for 
Hillside as well.  We have a little house up in southern Washington where we will stage 
ourselves for a season of discernment, and asking the Lord how He would have us 
serve Him in this next season.  I am looking forward to a little time off in order to be 
still and listen to the Lord, reflect on all that I have learned, and prepare myself for 
what lies ahead.  We are looking forward to the opportunity to be near our three 



married children, two who live in Portland, and one who lives in Seattle.  We will 
temporarily be living right between them, until we know what is next. 
 
While I have been aware for awhile that I have been in a “final season”, which has been 
allowing me to savor so much along the way,  I must say that for Susan and I this final 
decision and transition materialized  more quickly than we anticipated.   So we are 
grieving the thought of leaving so many beloved friends.  There are so many of you 
that I would have loved the opportunity to have sat down and told you all about this in 
person, but it was simply impossible to do so.  I ask for your understanding.  I hope in 
these next two and half months I will have opportunity to spend time with many of you 
and share more in person, remember together the sweetness of these days that we 
have shared, and look forward with curiosity and faith to all that God is going to do. 
The Council is wise and strong, and our Staff so gifted and committed, and they will 
lead us well as we head into the waters of transition.  I know you will have many 
questions about how we are going to manage things in the days ahead and all that is 
currently being worked out, and in just a moment Claudia will share more with you as 
our Council Chair. 
 
In closing, I would say that in all of my slow discernment I have had no dramatic signs 
from the Lord.  Rather, like Elijah who received directions for his last season of 
ministry from God coming as a quiet stillness, a gentle breeze, I have had His quiet 
presence and His invitation for me to trust Him in the stillness.  I was struck reading 
in both Hosea and Isaiah how God gave prophetic signs to Israel and Judah through the 
names of their literal children:  Hosea’s three kids: Jezreel, Lo-ruhamah, and 
Lo-ammi, and Isaiah’s son: Maher-shalal-hash-baz.  I think, similar to these OT 
prophets, that  my daughter Randi is serving as a kind of prophetic sign, at least for 
me.  We candidated at Hillside in November of 1996 when Susan was pregnant with 
Randi.  Randi was born in February of 97, and we started here in April of 1997.  Randi 
turned 22 last month, and she is getting  married May 26 of this year, and our heading 
up to her wedding will be our final departure from here.  Randi’s life from birth to 
marriage holds forever a living sign of the season we were granted to love and be loved 
at Hillside.  She will be to us like a warming oven, holding and keeping tender the 
inerasable life and love that we have shared together! How beautiful is that? 
 
 


